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Future climate change is generally believed to lead to an increase in climate variability and in
the frequency and intensity of extreme events. Mozambique is well known for its occurrence
of severe weather and extreme climate events such as floods, tropical cyclones and droughts.
Such events have serious impacts on the livelihoods of most people who often rely on sub-
sistence agriculture.
This dissertation explores possible changes in extremes in temperature and precipitation over
Mozambique, based on high-resolution (25 km) simulations of the regional climate model
system PRECIS (HadRM3P), forced by the ECHAM4 global model. Changes in extremes
are discussed for the future 19-year period of 2031-2049 with respect to the present day pe-
riod of 1981-1999 under an assumed A2 IPCC emission scenario. This study uses indices
based on percentile thresholds and durations to describe extreme events of maximum and
minimum temperature and precipitation on a season by season basis. Two different analyses
of changes in each index are conducted. One examines spatial changes in grid point data, and
the other compares empirical probability distribution functions (PDF) for three different pe-
riods (1981-1999, 2011-2029 and 2031-2049). A Self Organizing Maps (SOM) algorithm is
used to classify the circulation patterns using 850 hPa geopontetial heights and relate changes
in these circulation patterns to changes in extreme events in the future. The HadRM3P model
is generally able to simulate the observed spatial patterns of temperature and precipitation.
However there are some regions where the model underestimates/overestimates temperature
and precipitation with respect the observations. A change in the intensity and distribution
of daily temperature and precipitation towards more extreme events in particular regions is
shown to likely occur under this scenario of increased greenhouse gas emissions and model
configurations. In particular, the shift of the distribution of daily precipitation could have
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CRU Climate Research Unit
DTR diurnal temperature range
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast
ENSO El Niño-Southern Oscillation
GCM General Circulation Model
HadCM3 Hadley Centre Coupled Model version 3
HadRM3P Hadley Centre Regional Model version 3 and PRECIS Physics
INAM Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
ITCZ Inter Tropical Convergence Zone
LBC lateral boundary condition
MC Mozambique Channel
PDF Probability density functions
PRECIS ProvidingRegionalClimates forImpactStudies
RCM Regional Climate Model
SD Statistical Downscaling
SOM Self-organising maps
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Increases in atmospheric greenhouse gases concentrations will result not only in changes in
climate in the sense of average weather conditions, but also in changes in climate variability
and extremes of weather conditions (IPCC, 2001). While changes in average conditions can
have serious consequences by themselves, the main impacts of global climate change will be
felt due to changes in climate variability and weather extremes. Changes in extremes events
such as heat waves, heavy rain and droughts are responsible for a disproportionately large
part of climate-related damages (Easterling et al., 2000; Meehl et al., 2000) and hence are
of great concern to the community and stakeholders (Katz et al., 2005). There have been
observed trends towards higher rainfall events (Fauchereau et al., 2003; New et al., 2006)
and droughts that have persisted longer over southern African in recent years (Nicholson,
1985; Fauchereau et al., 2003). Such events have major impact on both human and natural
systems, causing catastrophic losses of property and human life, regulating the spread of
invasive species and exotic diseases, and acting as a direct agent of species extinction (Diff-
enbaugh et al., 2005). A possible increase in frequency of such events under climate change
may exacerbate these impacts. Following this perspective, the analysis of extreme events in
the present and future climate is of great importance.
Reliable projections of extreme events in a changing future climate are of vital interest to
planners and policymakers due to the impacts that extreme events can have on human activ-
ities, agriculture and the economy. Modeling advances now provide the opportunity of uti-
lizing General Circulation Models (GCMs) projections of extreme temperature and precipi-
tation indicators (Tebaldi et al., 2006). However, the short term scale of extreme indicators
cannot be adequately represented at the coarse spatial resolution of the GCMs (McGregor,
1997; Wilby and Wigley, 1997; Hudson and Jones, 2002). Dynamical downscaling from the











weather events. Regional Climate Models (RCMs) are tools to add small-scale detailed infor-
mation of future climate change to the large-scale projections of a GCM (Jones et al., 2004).
These high-resolution dynamical RCMs nested in a GCM are becoming an increasingly im-
portant tool in climate research (IPCC, 2001). This study is focused on the application of a
RCM, the main dynamical downscaling technique in exploring future extreme events over
Mozambique.
1.1 The need for research over Mozambique
Mozambique is vulnerable to the effects of weather extremes (tropical cyclones, floods,
droughts) in different ways. This is in part because it is a developing country with scarce
financial and technical resources to face these climate events and their consequences (Min-
istério para a Coordenação da Acção Ambiental- MICOA, 2007). Because of its geograph-
ical location where as a low-lying coastal area in the global belt of arid and semi-arid areas
of the world, it is particularly vulnerable to the impact of the climate change on living organ-
isms, natural resources, the environment and consequently the national economy can be very
severe (MICOA, 2007). Droughts tend to have a larger incidence in the southern areas, floods
are more frequent in the centre and south, mainly along the rivers basins, whereas tropical cy-
clones strike the coastal zone (Instituto Nacional de Gestão de Calamidades - INGC, 2009).
Regarding the duration of events, drought can prevail for long periods of time, up to three to
four years; the effects of floods can last for some months, while cyclones last just few days.
The floods are linked not only to local intense precipitation, but also to heavy water drainage
from rivers in upstream neighbouring countries. Tropical storms and cyclones generally oc-
cur in summer and they can be particularly devastating bringing strong winds and torrential
rain which cause floods, landslides, and coastal and inland erosion (MICOA, 2007). Accord-
ing to MICOA (2007), Mozambique is experiencing increases in the frequency and severity
of droughts in the interior and floods in coastal regions. In 2000, Mozambique experienced
the worst flooding events in many decades which left over 700 people dead and half a million
homeless, destroyed infrastructures and millions of US Dollars in damage (Dyson and van
Heerden, 2001).
The impacts of floods and droughts are diverse, for instance during droughts the vegetation











the floods, the topsoil is washed away making it less fertile hence vegetation growth is re-
duced. The net result is the degradation of the environment leading to the reduction in natural
resources, thus causing more suffering to Mozambique, especially to the poor who depend
on natural resources to meet their needs. In this context, there is an obvious need to improve
current knowledge of the extreme events of Mozambique. Together with this is a need to
predict project changes in extreme events in the future, and the probable consequences on a
regional and national scale. This demonstrates the need for more detailed regional simula-
tions in comparison to the coarse resolution of GCM simulations. So far no regional scale
climate change scenario simulations have been carried out over Mozambique, especially in
relation to extremes events.
1.2 General Aspects of Mozambique
1.2.1 Geographical location and climate
Mozambique is situated on the Eastern coast of Southern Africa, between 10°27´S and
26°52´S latitudes and 30°12´E and 40°51´E longitudes. It borders the Republic of Tan-
zania to the north, Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe, South Africa and Swaziland to the west, and
South Africa to the south. The east coast of Mozambique is on the Indian Ocean (Figure 1.1).
The country spans an area of about 799,380km2, of which 98.4 is land and 1.6 is surface
water. The largest area of the Mozambican territory is situated in the intertropical zone. As
a result, the country is subject to four main factors of atmospheric circulation (Hurry and
Heerden, 1982; Tyson and Preston-White, 2000; Tadross, 2009):
• the north-east airflow from the East African monsoon which crosses the equator and
moves into eastern Africa, and south easterly trade winds off the Indian Ocean, the
interface between these two air masses is regarded as being the Inter Tropical Conver-
gence Zone (ITCZ);
• the semi-permanent South Indian Anticyclone and South Atlantic Anticyclone;
• thermal lows along the coast as result of the deepening of semi-permanent trough over
Mozambique Channel during summer;











Figure 1.1: Location and administrative division of Mozambique (source: DNA (1999))
According to Köppen´s classification of climate, four distinct tropical climates of humid
tropical, dry tropical, semi-arid tropical and a modified climate due to elevation are found in
Mozambique. The predominant climate is humid tropical, characterized by two seasons, a
dry and relatively cold from April to October, and a hot and humid between November and
March.
The rainfall has great spatial variability over the country. The coastal strip receives about 800
to 1000 mm of precipitation per year. South of Pemba gets less than 800 mm, and between
Beira and Quelimane, precipitation is higher than 1200 mm. Because of the influence of
the Northeast monsoon, which affects the north and centre of the country, and the influence
of the high altitude, this area has mean annual rainfall of 1000 to 2000 mm, except the
region between Tete and Chemba, where just 500 to 600 mm of rainfall occurs in average
annually. The rainy season, which is hot and wet period, runs from November to March,











Nacional de Águas- DNA, 1999).
In the south of the country, the mean temperature varies between 23 °C in the coastal areas
and 25 °C in the interior, where the climate is drier. In the north, temperature is general
higher, with an annual mean of 25-26 °C in the lying coastal areas. In the higher areas,
the temperature is lower: this is the case of the city of Lichinga in the northwest, located
at 1200 meters above sea level, where the mean annual temperature is 18 °C. In the central
region of the country, the mean annual temperature is 25 °C, but in upland areas it falls to 20
°C (DNA, 1999).
1.3 Aim and Objectives
The research in this dissertation seeks to understand potential changes in climate extremes
over Mozambique by simulating present day as well as the future climate, using a high-
resolution regional climate modeling system PRECIS for Mozambique. Specifically, the
objectives of the study are to:
• estimate the model bias with respect to observational data;
• highlight periods and locations where extremes of temperature and precipitation may
potentially increase;
• and link changes in the frequency and intensity of extreme events with changes in the
driving atmospheric circulation.
1.4 Structure of the dissertation
After the introductory chapter, basic concept of extreme events and issues in modeling ex-
treme events are summarized in chapter two. Chapter three outlines the methodology used in
this research. The chapter attempts to offer a briefly model description, experimental design
and the methods used to analyse the data. The results are presented and discussed in chapter













2.1 Extreme Weather Events
Changes in climate variability and extremes of weather and climate events have received
increased attention in the last few years (Folland et al., 2001). Understanding changes in cli-
mate variability and climate extremes is complex due to the interactions between the changes
in the mean and variability (Meehl et al., 2000). Such interactions vary from variable to vari-
able depending on their statistical distribution (Folland et al., 2001).
According to the Glossary of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fourth
Assessment Report (IPCC, 2007), an extreme weather event is defined as an event that is rare
at a particular place and time of year. Definitions of rare varies, but an extreme event would
normally be as rare as or rarer than the 10th or 90th percentile of the observed probabil-
ity density function1 of a given variable (e.g. temperature, precipitation, wind speed). By
definition, the characteristics of what is called extreme weather may vary in space and time
in an absolute sense. Single extreme events cannot be simply and directly attributed to an-
thropogenic climate change, as there is always a finite chance the event in question might
have occurred naturally. When a pattern of extreme weather persists for some time, such as
a season, it may be classed as an extreme climate event, especially if it yields an average or
total that is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy rainfall over a season) (IPCC, 2007).
In order to gauge how changes in weather and climate extremes could influence society
and ecosystems, it is useful to conceptually address how such extremes could change in a
statistical sense. These statistical properties are captured by the probability distribution of a












climate variable. For example, figure 2.1 presents a typical distribution of a climate variable
that is normally distributed, such as temperature, and show how the tails of the distribution
are anticipated to change in a warming world. Shaded areas indicate the extreme parts of
Figure 2.1: Theoretical changes in the normal distribution of climate variable (a) change in mean, (b)
change in variance and (c) change in both mean and variance (source: IPCC, 2001).
the distribution, representing events in the tails of the distribution that are not frequent to
occur. If there is a simple shift of the distribution in a future climate toward higher (warmer)
values, there will be an increase in extremes events on one end and a decrease at the other
(Figure 2.1a), such as an increase in mean will produce an increase in the number of extreme
hot days and a decrease in the number of extreme cold days (Meehl et al., 2000). Conse-
quently, there would be not only more hot weather but also more record hot and less cold
weather. But a change in the mean does not imply any change in variability (IPCC, 2001).
For example, in Figure 2.1a, the range between the hottest and coldest temperatures does
not change. An increase in variability without a change in the mean implies an increase in
the probability of both hot and cold extremes as well as the absolute value of the extremes
(Figure 2.1b). According to Katz and Brown (1992), a change in the variance of a distribu-
tion will have a greater effect on the frequency of extremes events than a simple change in
the mean. Increases in both the mean and the variability are also possible (Figure 2.1c), and
affect the probability of hot and cold extremes, with more frequent hot events, more extreme
high temperatures and fewer cold events (IPCC, 2001). According to the IPCC (2001) for











ation is even more complex, especially for dry climates. For example, changes in the mean
total precipitation can be accompanied by other changes like the frequency of precipitation
or the shape of the distribution including its variability. All these changes can affect the
various aspects of precipitation extremes including the intensity of precipitation (amount per
unit time).
Over many areas the frequency of heavy precipitation events has increased, consistent with
warming, and widespread changes in extreme temperature observed over the last 50 years
(IPCC, 2007). Several studies around the world have examined historical records for ev-
idence of such trends. Klein Tank and Konnen (2003) investigated trends in temperature
indices over Europe and found a symmetric warming of the cold and warm tails of the daily
minimum and maximum temperature distributions during 1946 - 1999. Plummer et al. (1999)
studied climate extremes in Australia and New Zealand during the 20th century and found
increases in heavy rainfall, enhanced frequency of extreme warm days and nights, whilst
extreme cool days and nights and drought events had decreased. Vincent et al. (2005) have
found increasing trends in the percentage of warm nights and decreasing trends in the per-
centage of cold nights in South America during 1960-2000, and they attributed this mainly to
more warm nights and fewer cold nights during the austral summer. New et al. (2006) anal-
ysed climatic extremes in southern and west Africa and reported that for Namibia, Botswana,
Zambia and Mozambique extremely cold days and nights have decreased, and hot days and
nights have increased, but maximum temperature is rising faster than minimum temperature
extremes causing a increase in the diurnal temperature range (DTR). Additionally, they de-
tected a decrease in total precipitation, accompanied by increased average rainfall intensity.
2.2 Climate modeling and extreme events
Understanding physical mechanisms of extremes involves processes governing the timing
and location of extreme behaviour, such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) cycles, as
well as the mechanisms of extremes themselves (e.g. processes producing heavy precipi-
tation). This includes processes that create an environment conducive to extreme behavior,












As the resolution of climate models and the treatment of physical processes have improved,
the simulation of extremes has also improved. Mainly because of increased data availability
(e.g., daily data, various indices, etc.), modeling community has now examined the model
simulations in greater detail and has presented a comprehensive description of extreme events
in the coupled models used for climate change projections. State-of-the-art climate models
are based on physical principles expressed as equations2 s lved by the model. Models solve
these equations using one of two model formulations, grid point or spectral. However, each
type formulates and solves the equations differently. The differences in the basic mathemati-
cal formulations lead to different methods for representing data. Grid point models represent
data at discrete, fixed grid points, whereas spectral models use continuous wave functions.
Global models are increasingly becoming grid point as computer resources increase3. There
are also processes with scales too small to be resolved within the model grid. The model
represents these processes through combinations of observations and physical theory usually
called parameterizations. These parameterizations influence the climate model projections
and are the source of a substantial fraction of the range associated with models projections
of future climate.
2.2.1 General Circulation Models
General Circulation Models (GCMs) are tools used for studies of climate change and are
able to appropriately reproduce the broad characteristics of current climate, including the
general circulation patterns, temperature and synoptic scale precipitation (Daikaru, 2006) as
well as large scale changes in the climate of the recent past; also they can represent large
scale features such as ENSO and the Indian summer monsoon (Ashrit et al., 2001). However
GCMs, present limitation when applied to extreme events studies. Some extreme events,
by their very nature of being smaller in scale and shorter in duration cannot be adequately
represented in a GCM grid box (Frei et al., 2006; Christensen et al., 2007a; Buonomo et al.,
2007) due to the relatively coarse spatial resolution (which is usually about 300 x 300 km) of
GCMs. Despite the concerns raised about their resolution, studies of climate extremes have
been carried out using GCMs (e.g. Kiktev et al., 2003; Wehner, 2004; Kharin et al., 2005;













Emori et al., 2005). These GCMs studies of climate extremes arthe starting point for most
climate scenarios, however they lack the regional detail that impact studies generally need.
2.2.2 Downscaling
In view of need for regional projections, regionalization techniques have been developed to
allow development of regional scale projections of change from the GCM output. There are
two main approaches, statistical downscaling and dynamical downscaling.
Statistical Downscaling
Empirical or Statistical Downscaling (SD) is an alternative approach to obtaining regional-
scale climate information (Hewitson and Crane, 1996; Wilby et al., 2004). Statistical Downscaling
methods use cross-scale relationships that have been derived from observed data, and apply
these to climate model data. Statistical Downscaling requires observational data at the de-
sired scale for a long enough period to allow the method to be well trained and validated.
Statistical Downscaling methods have the advantage of being computationally inexpensive,
able to access finer scales than dynamical methods and applicable to parameters that cannot
be directly obtained from the Regional Climate Model (RCM) outputs. The main drawbacks
of SD methods are that they assume that the derived cross-scale relationships remain stable
when the climate is perturbed, they cannot effectively accommodate regional feedbacks and,
in some methods, can lack coherency among multiple climate variables (Christensen et al.,
2007b).
Dynamical Downscaling
Dynamical downscaling uses Regional Climate Models (RCMs) to address the limitations
of GCMs and statistical downscaling (Giorgi, 1990). RCMs are formulated using physical
principles and they can realistically reproduce a broad range of climates around the world,
which increases confidence in their ability to downscale probable future climates (Chris-
tensen et al., 2007b). The RCM is `̀ nested ´́ within a GCM, this is done because RCMs cover
only a portions of the planet, typically a continental domain or smaller, therefore they need
to take information at their boundaries from GCMs or reanalyses data (e.g. NCEP, ERA40).
Reanalyses are gridded data set representing the state of the Earth´s atmosphere, incorporat-











Model can represent the local land surface variable affecting regional climate as well as inter-
nal climate variations adding small-scale detailed information that impact studies generally
need. Furthermore, they can represent extremes events better than GCMs on their grid-scale
(Durman et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2004), for instance RCMs reproduce more precipitation
extremes at scales not accessible to GCMs (e.g. Frei et al., 2003; Huntingford et al., 2003)
as well as cyclones (Hudson and Jones, 2002).
The main advantages of these techniques are that they provide high resolution information
on a large physically consistent set of climate variables and better representation of extreme
events (Jones et al., 2004). The main drawbacks of dynamical models are their computa-
tional cost and that in future climates the parameterization schemes they use to represent
sub-grid scale processes may be operating outside the range for which they were designed
(Christensen et al., 2007b).
2.2.3 Emission scenarios
It is necessary to make assumptions on what the future will be like to better represent the
climate system´s interactions. Several scenarios are derived from models projecting the fu-
ture population, energy and the socio-economic interactions. The IPCC published a set of
scenarios which are based on four different narrative storylines labeled A1, A2, B1 and B2.
The A1 storyline is characterized by a future world of very rapid economic growth, a global
population that peaks in mid-century and then gradually declines, and the rapid introduction
of new and more efficient technologies. The A2 scenario describes a very heterogeneous
world with a continuously increasing population and regionally oriented economic develop-
ment that is more fragmented and slower than in other storylines. The B1 storylines is of
a world more integrated, and more ecologically friendly characterized, with a convergent
world with the same population as in the A1 storyline, but with rapid changes towards a
service and information economy. The B2 storyline is of a world more divided in which
the emphasis is on local solutions to economic, social and environmental sustainability, with
continuously increasing global population, at a rate lower than A2, intermediate levels of












There are several major uncertainties when dealing with climate projections, because a model
can never fully describe the system that it attempts to simulate (Stainforth et al., 2007; Jones
et al., 2004). The important sources of uncertainty that currently limit the detail of the
regional projections are:
• Future emissions - projections of human behaviour and emissions of greenhouse gases
are unpredictable;
• Uncertainty in the science - limited understanding and imperfect representation of key
processes and feedbacks in climate models;
• Natural variability - any change, whether natural (e.g. solar activity, volcanic erup-
tions) or anthropogenic (e.g. land surface changes, greenhouse gases), in the compo-
nents of the climate system and their interactions, or in the external forcing, may result
in climate variations;
• Regionalisation technique (downscaling) - different approach of downscaling can give












Model, Data and Methods
3.1 Model description
PRECIS (Providing Regional Climates forImpactStudies) is a regional climate modeling
system developed by the Hadley Centre with Hadley Centre Regional Model version 3 and
PRECIS Physics (HadRM3P) at the core. The PRECIS RCM system consists of a coupled
atmospheric and land surface model describing processes related to dynamical flow, atmo-
spheric sulfur cycle, clouds and precipitation, radiative processes, and the land surface and
deep soil (Jones et al., 2004). The atmospheric component of HadRM3P model is based on
the atmospheric component of the Hadley Centre´s state of the art coupled model HadCM3
(Gordon et al., 2000) with substantial modifications to the model physics. The land sur-
face component employs the scheme MOSES (Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme, Cox
et al. (1999)). The HadRM3P uses the grid scale dynamics and sub-grid physics similar to
HadCM3 GCM. Owing to this the RCM provides high resolution simulations generally con-
sistent with the large scale simulation of the parent GCM.
The atmospheric component of HadRM3P RCM is a hydrostatic version of the full primitive
equations, i.e. vertical acceleration in the atmosphere is assumed to be small of hydrostatic
equilibrium and hence vertical motions are diagnosed separately from the equations of state.
It has a complete representation of the Coriolis force and employs a regular latitude-longitude
grid in the horizontal and a hybrid vertical coordinate. The model has 19 atmospheric levels
in the vertical (up to 30 km from surface) and four levels in the soil. The vertical coordinates
areσ -p hybrid coordinate system with terrain followingσ -coordinate (σ=pressure/surface
pressure) at the lower four levels of the atmosphere transitioning to pressure coordinates at











are solved in a spherical polar coordinates and the latitude-longitude grid is rotated so that
the equator lies inside the region of interest in order to obtain quasi-uniform grid box area
throughout the region (Jones et al., 2004).
HadRM3P can be run at two different horizontal resolutions, namely a 0.44°x 0.44° lat/lon
and a 0.22°x 0.22° lat/lon (giving grid spaces of approximately 50km and 25km, respec-
tively), requiring a timestep of 5 minutes for lower resolution and 2.5 minutes for a high
resolution in order to maintain numerical stability (Jones et al., 2004). An Arakawa B grid
(Arakawa and Lamb, 1977) is used for horizontal discretization to improve the accuracy of
the split-explicit finite difference scheme. In this horizontal layout, the wind variables (zonal
and meridional wind components) are offset by half a grid box in both directions from the
thermodynamic variables (surface pressure, temperature and humidity) and aerosol variables.
HadRM3P requires prescribed surface and lateral boundary condition (LBC) at the edges
of the regional domain to provide information about atmospheric dynamics for the RCM to
run. Surface boundary conditions (time series of sea surface temperature and sea ice extents)
are only required over water points. The main variables (prognostic variables) comprising
the lateral boundary conditions for RCMs (including most Hadley Centre RCMs) are surface
pressure, horizontal wind components, temperature and humidity through the depth of the
atmosphere (Jones et al., 2004). Also, HadRM3P includes a representation of the sulphur
cycle and so the relevant chemical species are also required as boundary conditions to simu-
late the spatial distribution of sulphate aerosols. The lateral boundary conditions are updated
every six hours, while surface boundary conditions are updated once per model day. There
is no prescribed constraint at the upper boundary of the RCM. The model uses a relaxation
method (Davies and Turner, 1977) that is implemented across a four-point buffer zone at
each vertical level. Values in the HadRM3P are relaxed towards the values interpolated in
time from data saved every 6 hours from the GCM integration (Jones et al., 2004).
Regarding parameterizations, HadRM3P uses the prognostic variables to derive diagnostic
variables. The latter consist of information on clouds, precipitation, atmospheric aerosols,
boundary layer processes, land surface processes and gravity wave drag. Precipitation is
modeled as large scale movement of air masses and as a result of convection. Cloud for-











and aerosol concentration. The conversion of cloud water to peci itation depends on the
amount of cloud water present and precipitation falling into the grid box from above, caus-
ing a seeder-feeder enhancement Jones et al. (2004). A full description of the model and its
parameterizations schemes are documented in Jones et al. (2004).
PRECIS has been used to develop regional climate change scenarios worldwide (e.g. Tadross
et al., 2005; Rupa Kumar et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2006) including studying extremes (e.g.
Zhang et al., 2006; Islam et al., 2009; Marengo et al., 2009).
3.1.1 Experimental Design
Two different simulations were performed to analyze present and future climate change in
Mozambique. The first simulation was a 20-year (1 December 1979 to 31 December 1999)
control run, which provides the baseline climate for model validation. In the first simulation
HadRM3P was driven by ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005) reanalysis boundary data (here-
after referred to as Had/ERA). In the second simulation HadRM3P was run continuously for
71 years (from 1 December 1979 to 31 December 2050) with ECHAM4/OPYC3 (Roeck-
ner et al., 1996; Oberhuber, 1993) as boundary condition using IPCC Special Report on
Emissions Scenario (SRES) A2 scenario (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). HadRM3P driven by
ECHAM4/OPYC3 under SRES A2 scenario (hereafter referred to as Had/ECHAM_A2) al-
low HadRM3P to be integrated continuously from the recent past to the middle of the 21st
century, thus allowing periods such as the 2020s to be downscaled directly by the regional
climate model, rather than relying on pattern scaling techniques (Wilson et al., 2008).
The domain chosen for the study roughly stretches over 29.9° S to 5.9° S and 27.5° E to
55.2° E and in total there are 110 grid points in latitude and 127 grid points in longitude
covering Mozambique (Fig. 3.1) with spatial resolution of 0.22°x 0.22° where a more real-
istic topography is expected. Important to note that in the choice of an RCM domain, it is
recommended to select a domain that is large enough so that the regional model can develop
its own internal regional-scale circulations (Jones et al., 1995; Jones et al., 2004), but not too
large that the climate of the RCM deviates significantly from the GCM in the centre of the
domain (Leduc and Laprise, 2009). The model requires at least one year for a spin-up period
to bring soil variables in the land surface model in equilibrium with the atmospheric forcing.











Figure 3.1: Regional model domain orography (m) on the regular latitude-longitude coordinate system.
3.2 Data
3.2.1 Lateral Boundary Conditions
Lateral boundary conditions (LBC) for HadRM3P are available from a range of model and
observationally based sources and here LBC from the ECHAM4/OPYC3-coupled ocean-
atmosphere GCM and ERA-40 reanalysis project were used.
The atmospheric general circulation model (ECHAM4) which provides the boundary fields
for the HadRM3P simulations is the fourth version of the Hamburg climate model, which
is based on the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) weather
forecast model. Prognostic variables are vorticity, divergence, surface pressure, temperature,
water vapour and cloud water. ECHAM4 is a spectral model with a triangular truncation at
wave number 42, which is equivalent to a horizontal resolution of about 2.8 degrees. Water
vapour and cloud water are advected using a semi-Lagrangian scheme. A detailed descrip-
tion of the ECHAM4 model can be found in Roeckner et al. (1996). The ocean general











Ocean and isoPYCnal co-ordinates and use isopycnals as the vertical co-ordinate system.
The model is described by Oberhuber (1993). When RCMs are forced with boundary condi-
tions from GCMs, however, these boundary conditions often introduce systematic biases in
the simulation of the present climate (Noguer et al., 1998). For this reason, the model is first
tested using analyses of observations, i.e., so-called “perfect boundary conditions” (in this
case ERA-40), although being a product of model simulations, the analyses of observations
can still be affected by significant biases (Giorgi and Mearns, 1999). ERA-40 is a reanalysis
of meteorological observations produced by the ECMWF. It covers the period from Septem-
ber 1957 to August 2002, has a horizontal resolution of 1.875 by 1.25 degrees (~187.5 by
125 Km) and is extensively described by Uppala et al. (2005).
3.2.2 Observational Data
For validation purpose the global surface climatology produced by the Climate Research
Unit (hereafter CRU) of the University of East Anglia (New et al., 1999, 2000) and meteoro-
logical stations data supplied by the Instituto Nacional de Meteorologia (INAM) were used.
The first includes monthly data of precipitation (ppt), minimum temperature (Tmin) and max-
imum temperature (Tmax) over land at a regular 0.5° resolution grid for the period 1901-2001,
out of which data for 1981-1999 was extracted for comparison with the model simulation.
CRU data suffers from errors in observed climatic averages for multi-decadal periods in the
order of 0.5-1.3°C for temperature and 10-25 for precipitation. These errors are largest
over regions characterized by scarce spatial coverage of stations (e.g. much of Africa) and
high spatial variability (New et al., 1999, 2000). Nevertheless, this database has become a
reference for validation of present climate modeling simulations (Hudson and Jones, 2002;
Giorgi et al., 2004; Solman et al., 2008; Pesquero et al., 2009). The INAM stations consists
of daily observedppt, Tmin andTmax for the period 1960-2006, from which the same period
was extracted. Figure 3.2 shows the location of the 32 stations contained data for all, or a
part of, this period.
3.3 Validation design
Four seasons were considered: austral summer (December, January and February - DJF),











Figure 3.2: Locations of observed precipitation, minimum and maximum temperature stations (red cir-
cles) over Mozambique. The boxes indicate the sub-regions used for a more detailed analysis
of the changes in PDF for temperature and precipitation.
JJA) and austral spring (September, October and November - SON). Several analysis were
employed here for model validation. First a comparison of seasonal climatological means
of CRU versus Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2 was carried out. The CRU dataset is grid-
ded which make it comparable to the model output allowing model validation. Validation of
model output data with station data is not reliable as a consequence of limited spatial cov-
erage of station network in Mozambique, i.e., approximately one station every 29000 km2
(in South Africa this ratio is approximately one station every 1000 km2 (Tadross, 2009)) as
well as gaps appearing in station time-series data. On the other hand, station data by their
nature as punctual measurements, are not directly comparable to the gridded model output
such as HadRM3P. For this reason, station data was used to make qualitative comparisons of
probability distribution function (PDF) of temperature and precipitation against model simu-
lations over Mozambique. In comparisons of the PDFs all the 32 stations were included and
the data did not undergone quality control, as Perkins et al. (2007) state that PDFs are less
likely to be affected by observations errors compared to standard deviation or mean.











lated to the CRU grid (0.5°) to make comparison possible, and all fields are shown over land
only.
As a measure of the model systematic error the model bias was used (Equation 3.1), which
is defined as the difference between all season average of Had/ERA in a 19-year period sim-
ulated and observed fields (from CRU dataset), i.e, Had/ERA minus CRU. In order to assess
errors due to lateral boundary conditions the Echam bias was calculate (Equation 3.2), de-
fined as the difference between the bias caused by Had/ECHAM_A2 and Had/ERA. The




where Had_ERA is the HadRM3P RCM driven by ERA-40 and Had_ECHAM_A2 is the
HadRM3P RCM driven by the ECHAM4/OPYC3 GCM .
3.4 Future change of simulated extremes
The indices used in this study are suggested by the climate community coordinated by the
joint WMO Commission for Climatology and the Expert Team on Climate Change De-
tection, Monitoring and Indices (ETCCDMI) of the Climate Variability and Predictability
(CLIVAR) project (World Climate Research Programme), for temperature and precipitation
extremes to gain insight to changes in extremes. From twenty-seven indices eight of them
were used based on daily temperature values (minimum, maximum) and daily precipitation
amount. The use of daily data is essential to describe timescales appropriate for variability
description and societally sensitive extremes (Jones et al., 1999). The indices are calculated
on the basis of percentile thresholds.
As a measure of intensity and frequency for extreme temperature conditions, the 90th and
10th percentile of maximum temperature and 90th and 10th percentile of minimum tempera-
ture of the daily data corresponding to the seasons of the 19-year modeled period (90×19=1710
data at each model point) have been computed. For events of extreme precipitation, the daily
95th and 99th precipitation percentile of wet-days was also considered. A threshold of 1.0
mm day−1 (e.g. New et al., 2006) is used to select wet days for the estimation of the 95th and











quantity of rain. The extreme temperature indices used in theanalysis are listed and defined
in table 3.1. Of the four extreme precipitation three of them relate to “wetness”(R95p, R99p
and CWD) while one of them relates to “dryness”(CDD). The CDD index is a measure of
the length of the driest part of the multiannual season; this indicator may serve as a valuable
drought indicator.
The indices were calculated for the present period 1981-1999 (CTL) and for the future pe-
riod 2031-2049 (SCN), employing model data on a seasonal basis. Then, the differences
between SCN and CTL were computed for all indices (SCN minus CTL). The advantage of
percentiles is that they are comparable among the varying climates of the globe.
For a more detailed analysis of changes in the statistical distribution (PDFs) of daily mean
maximum temperature, daily mean minimum temperature and daily mean precipitation the
country were divided over several sub-regions defined in Figure 3.2. Here a new period was
defined as 2011-2029 (MDL) to compare the changes throughout time.
The PDFs are obtained by simply computing the frequency of events across its range to
produce a histogram. The results are then normalised to sum one, providing the estimated
probabilities rather than the frequency distribution.
Comparing differences in pairs of probability distribution functions allows changes in all
parts of the probability distribution to be investigated, including the extreme tails. This is
motivated by the objective to explore possible future changes in the distributions of meteo-
rological variables due to climate change.
The method chosen to determine changes in the atmospheric circulation and then link these
to changes of extreme events was the artificial neural network system of self-organising maps
(SOM), described in detail by Kohonen (2001). The SOM was used to determine the domi-
nant synoptic types over Mozambique. The software used to create the SOM is SOM_PAK
version 3.2 (Kohonen et al., 1996), available from http://www.cis.hut.fi/research/som-research.
The SOM method was chosen because the types it produces represent the expected synop-
tic situations well and the data are evenly spread across the different types. Geopotential
height is commonly used to characterize the circulation over southern Africa (e.g. Tyson and
Preston-White, 2000). Each day can be matched to a particular synoptic type in the SOM.











Table 3.1: Climate extreme indices presented and discussed for Mozambique
Index Definition Unit
Temperature indicators
Tx90p 90th percentile of maximum temperatures °C
Tx10p 10th percentile of maximum temperatures °C
Tn90p 90th percentile of minimum temperatures °C
Tn10p 10th percentile of minimum temperatures °C
Txf90 percent of timeTmax>90th percentile of
daily maximum temperature
 of time
Txf10 percent of timeTmax<10th percentile of
daily maximum temperature
 of time
Tnf90 percent of timeTmin>90th percentile of
daily minimum temperature
 of time




R95p 95th percentile of rainday amounts mm/day
R99p 99th percentile of rainday amounts mm/day
CWD Maximum number consecutive wet days
(precipitation > 1 mm)
days
CDD Maximum number consecutive dry days
(precipitation < 1 mm)
days
through time. A review of SOMs and the application to synopticclimatology is described
in detail by Hewitson and Crane (2002). The size of the SOM array has a strong influence
on the range of synoptic situations represented. The fewer the number of nodes in the SOM
array the more general each pattern must be, while with a greater number of nodes a wider
range of situations can be represented. A rectangular 7x5 array was chosen, following the
work of Hewitson and Crane (2002), allowing 35 generalized synoptic states. Smaller or
larger SOM arrays may be used, however, 35 states are considered adequate to capture all
the expected synoptic types over Mozambique. Here, the SOM is trained on mean daily 850
hPa geopotential height fields of the Had/ERA for 1981-1999. Each day is therefore mapped
to a particular SOM node and is associated with the same day of the Had/ECHAM_A2 for
both control (CTL) and future (SCN) simulations. The procedure to train the SOM begins
with a random initialization of the SOM array, followed by a two step training process with
passes of 50000 iterations each. For the first training process the learning rate1 was set to
0.05 and the initial radius of training area set to five which decreases linearly to one during
training. On the contrary, the second training process the initial radius was set to three, with

























4.1 Evaluation of model climatology
The climatological features of the present climate (1981-1999, CTL) in Mozambique derived
from HadRM3P are discussed in this section. The objective is to provide an evaluation of
the model performance in simulating the past climate. In the following analysis the model
output (from Had/ECHAM_A2 and Had/ERA) is compared against observations (CRU) for
each of the four austral seasons, summer (December-January, DJF), autumn (March-May,
MAM), winter (June-August, JJA) and spring (September-November, SON). In the compar-
ison of precipitation and surface temperature, the model output was interpolated to the CRU
grid. The results are shown over land only since the CRU data is available over land.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the maximum temperature (Tmax) and minimum temperature (Tmin)
climatology comparisons of model output with observations. In all figures Had/ERA and
Had/ECHAM_A2 capture the broad structure of the observed temperature fields and the lo-
cations of maximum and minimum for bothTmax andTmin. In the north of the country is
observed that both Had/ECHAM_A2 and Had/ERA overestimate Tmax during all seasons.
In winter (JJA), theTmax and Tmin is largely overestimated whereas during DJF they are
largely underestimated by both simulations, indicating the bias resides within the HadRM3P
model simulations. In some regions, Had/ECHAM_A2 and Had/ERA simulations closely
agree with each other, however Had/ECHAM_A2 tends to exhibit the largest differences. In
general, minimum temperatures are better represented than maximum temperatures, except











Figure 4.1: Climatological maximum temperature (°C) for the period 1981-1999 from the observations
(CRU, left), Had/ERA (centre) and Had/ECHAM_A2 (right) for austral summer (DJF),











Figure 4.2: Climatological minimimum temperature (°C) for the period 1981-1999 from the obser-
vations (CRU,left), Had/ERA (centre) and Had/ECHAM_A2 (right) for austral summer











Maps of mean seasonal precipitation as simulated by Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2
in comparison with that derived from the CRU observational data are shown in figure 4.3.
During summer (DJF) both Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2 reproduce the broad spatial
distribution of precipitation (maximum in the north), however differences in magnitude are
apparent. Had/ERA reproduces precipitation in excess over the coastal region of Zambezia
during DJF. In summer the coast of Mozambique is affected by tropical cyclones, with be-
tween six and twelve storms per year occurring over the SW Indian Ocean, and about one to
five passing south between Madagascar and the continent (Tyson and Preston-White, 2000).
It is possible that in Had/ERA there is improved resolution of these storms, causing them
to be more intense and/or persistent. These storms are associated with heavy rainfall. Also
Had/ECHAM_A2 produces precipitation in excess of the CRU over Swaziland and over the
Chimanimani mountains on the Zimbabwe border, which may be associated with orographic
precipitation issues in the RCM. These increases in precipitation over the mountains are
largely due to the finer resolution of the RCM causing enhanced topographical forcing and
dynamical uplift.
During winter season (JJA) dry conditions over the region are well captured by both Had/ERA
and Had/ECHAM_A2. During spring (SON) both simulations produce precipitation in ex-
cess of CRU observations. In the north, the summertime rainfall is mostly of convective
origin associated by a complex interplay of converging airstreams which produce the In-
ter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The two primary converging airstreams over East
Africa are the north-east airflow from the East African monsoon, which crosses the equator
and moves into eastern Africa, and south easterly trade winds off the Indian Ocean. Where
these two airstreams meet a convergence zone, known as the ITCZ, is formed facilitating
vertical motion. The misrepresentation of the position of the ITCZ over northern Mozam-
bique in the regional model, largely determined by the forcing at the boundaries, affects the
moisture advection and, in consequence, rainfall is underestimated over the region. Such
complex system, is a difficult task to any climate model to accurately simulate. Besides this,
rainfall may be underestimated also due to the deficiency of the convective scheme. This
can explain why Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2 underestimate the summertime rainfall in
the north. For instance, Hein-Griggs (2008) found that HadRM3P represents extreme pre-












Figure 4.3: Climatological precipitation (mm/day) for the period 1981-1999 from the observations
(CRU, left), Had/ERA (centre) and Had/ECHAM_A2 (right) for austral summer (DJF),











4.1.1 Comparison of Had/ERA with CRU
The model biases in reproducing the climatological fields are highlighted in figure 4.4.
Model biases are calculated with respect to the observation dataset produced by the Cli-
matic Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia (New et al., 1999, 2000). The
model output was interpolated on the same common 0.5° grid. Model bias were calculated
for each season for the reference 19 year period of 1981-1999, i.e. the model bias is defined
as the difference between simulated (Had/ERA) and observed (CRU) (equation 3.1).
In general, Had/ERA appears characterized by a predominant cold bias of a few degrees in
DJF and MAM, a predominant warm bias in JJA. One of the most pronounced features in
the seasonal maximum temperature (Tmax) and minimum temperature (Tmin) maps is a very
marked dominance of warm bias in JJA, where a bias of 5°C occurs at several regions. The
warm bias found in JJA is likely due to less total cloud amount simulated from HadRM3P
compared to total cloud amount from CRU climatology (Fig A.1 - see appendix A), as well
as increasing in solar radiation heating (due to less cloud cover). This bias also might be as-
sociated with absence of precipitation during JJA, which tends to result in a decrease in soil
moisture and latent heat flux, and as a result surface warming (e.g. Moberg and Jones, 2004).
The cold bias is observed in the west over mountainous regions during DJF and MAM. This
is a common feature of regional climate simulations over different regions of the world (Sol-
man et al., 2008; Giorgi et al., 2004). The cold bias observed inTmax is generally between
-1 and -4°C during DJF and MAM. However, during SON the country is dominated by a
warm bias over the coast and north inTmax between 1 and 4°C. The model representation of
Tmin for many locations in the country is good, although a few locations with cold/warm bias
(2°C) occur.
Regarding precipitation, the model presents a dry bias between 1 and 3 mm/day in the north
of the country during DJF. During MAM a dry bias between 1 and 2 mm/day is found in
some locations in the country and a dry bias up to 8 mm/day over Tanzania. A wet bias is












Figure 4.4: Model bias (Had/ERA-CRU) forTmax (left), Tmin (centre) andppt (right) for austral summer
(DJF), austral autumn (MAM), austral winter (JJA) and austral spring (SON), respectively.
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4.1.2 Comparison of Had/ECHAM_A2 with Had/ERA
Errors in HadRM3P can arise either from the internal RCM physics or from lateral boundary
(LB) forcing, in this case the ECHAM4/OPYC3, that can introduce systematic biases in
the simulation (Noguer et al., 1998). Figure 4.5 shows the bias ascribed to errors inherited
from the forcing ECHAM4/OPYC3 through the lateral boundary condition (LBC). The bias
is defined as the difference between the RCM forced by ECHAM4/OPYC3 GCM and the
RCM forced by ERA40 (equation 3.2).
During DJF the cold bias is increased between 1 to 2°C over Limpopo Basin in maximum
temperature (Tmax). During all seasons except DJF, the country is characterized by a warm
bias, however the bias is higher during JJA and SON. During JJA the warm bias inTmax and
Tmin is exacerbated by the forcing ECHAM4/OPYC3.
Regarding to rainfall the LBC introduces a localized dry bias in the simulations in some
regions in the cost and wet bias in the interior. Except during SON when the LBC intruduce
a wet bias. The lateral boundary forcing reduces precipitation over Zambézia. Since the
biases are present in both Had/ECHAM_A2 and Had/ERA, some of these biases are not












Figure 4.5: Echam bias (Had/ECHAM_A2-Had/ERA) forTmax (left), Tmin (centre) and ppt (right) for












4.1.3 Comparison of modeled daily frequencies with observations
Model daily output (Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2) is also validated against daily ob-
served data of 32 stations over Mozambique. A PDF of stations and model daily output data
from the present climate (1981-1999) is shown in figure 4.6. The modeled PDFs are con-
structed considering only points over Mozambique (figure A.2) to explore the capacity of the
model in simulate the PDFs of maximum temperature (Tmax), minimum temperature (Tmin),
and precipitation (ppt). The PDFs are described using the empirical distribution moments.
Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) presents the PDFs of observed and modeledTmaxandTmin for Mozam-
bique. The shape ofTmax is captured well by Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2, with a slight
overestimation of the right tail of the PDF (i.e. the hot extremes) and underestimation of the
left tail (i.e. the cold extremes) in the model data. Both Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2 sim-
ulations underestimate the most probable maximum temperatures, with ECHAM4/OPYC3
boundary conditions making little difference to the model simulations. Minimum temper-
ature is largely overestimated and the curve is highly skewed whereas the station curve
is wider and less skewed to higher temperatures. There is a tendency of Had/ERA and
Had/ECHAM_A2 to underestimate the probability of lower minimum temperatures but over-
estimate the probability of warmer minimum temperatures. Had/ECHAM_A2 simulates no-
tably higher minimum temperatures than Had/ERA.
Figure 4.6 (c) shows the PDFs forppt. Had/ERA and Had/ECHAM_A2 overestimate the
number of light precipitation events (< 14 mm day−1) and underestimate the number of heav-
ier precipitation events i.e > 14 mm day−1. One reason to this result is that the density of
stations in the observed dataset is insufficient to capture large area (e.g. 0.22 degree grid-
square) low precipitation events.
Table 4.1 shows the upper (Tx90p an Tn90p) and lower (Tx10p and Tn10p) percentile of
Tmax andTmin, and precipitation indices (R95p and R99p). In general, temperature indices






































































Figure 4.6: Comparison of probability density functions of dailyTmax (a), Tmin (b), and daily precipita-












Table 4.1: Percentiles of dailyTmax, Tmin (in °C) and daily precipitation (in mm day−1) from observed
and modeled data. The percentiles were calculated for the period 1981 to 1999.
Tx10p Tx90p Tn10p Tn90p R95p R99p
Station data 24.6 33.7 13.0 23.4 49.2 90.7
Had/ECHAM_A2 25.7 36.0 15.7 24.0 23.2 50.0
Had/ERA 25.2 35.6 14.3 23.1 21.2 48.6
The ability of the regional model to represent the observed Mozambican climate was as-
sessed to support confidence in the results. Particular attention was devoted to the vali-
dation of temperature and precipitation, since these are such important variable for human
impacts. Precipitation is one of the more difficult variables to be simulated by the models
due to its greater variability, both in time and space. The present simulation (Had/ERA)
performs quite well in terms of temperature during the 19 years of validation except during
JJA where Had/ERA overestimate the temperature. For precipitation the present simulations
also performs reasonable well, however some biases exists. With ECHAM4/OYPC3 forcing
(Had/ECHAM_A2) an opposite bias to that of the Had/ERA was found. In some seasons the
bias was exacerbated (e.g. during JJA) while in others the bias was diminished (during DJF
but for Tmax); this illustrates the impacts of the boundary conditions on the regional simula-
tions. The magnitude of the biases found in this study are similar in others regional climate
simulations (e.g. Hudson and Jones, 2002; Solman et al., 2008; Moberg and Jones, 2004).
Analysis in more variables (e.g. soil moisture, related to circulation) would be necessary
for a more complete understanding of the causes of temperature and precipitation biases.
The main focus in the dissertation was to characterize details in how well the model tem-
perature and precipitation represent the “reality”. However, further model development for
the region should be focused on physical parameterizations of various sub-scale processes.
Despite the biases, in the opinion of the author the performance of the model (HadRM3P)












4.2 Future projection of extremes
Projections of future change of extreme events are assessed by analysing differences in the
extreme indices (presented in table 3.1) of temperature and precipitation on a seasonal basis
between present and future climate. The output from HadRM3P forced by ECHAM/OPYC3
under Special Report on Emissions Scenario (SRES) A2 scenario (Had/ECHAM_A2) is
used. The model data is subdivided into three subsamples: the 1981-1999, 2011-2029 and
the 2031-2049 periods, defining the control (CTL), middle (MDL) and future (SCN) climate,
respectively.
4.2.1 Changes in the PDFs
The Probability density functions (PDF) of daily values of maximum temperature (Tmax),
minimum temperature (Tmin) and precipitation (ppt) over the selected regions (figure 3.2)
are analysed for present climate (1981-1999, CTL), middle (2011-2029, MDL) and future
scenario (2031-2049, SCN) for the four seasons (DJF: December to February, MAM: March
to May, JJA: June to August and SON: September to November). The PDFs represents the
probability of occurrence of a given temperature and/or precipitation amount over the se-
lected regions (not in a single model grid cell) also integrated in time.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 shows the daily probability distribution function (PDF) of maximum
and minimum temperature for DJF and JJA, respectively. Regions 1 to region 4 are situated
along the coast and regions 5-8 are situated in the interior. In the coastal regions, the PDFs of
TmaxandTmin have two marked maxima. This bimodality is likely due to the temperature dif-
ference between land and sea. The distribution ofTmaxandTmin show a clear shift to warmer
values in a future climate for all regions presented. This shift of the distribution to higher
values in the future implies that there will be an increase in extreme events associated with
the hotter tail of the distribution and a decrease in extreme events associated with the colder
tails. The shape of the distribution (unimodal/bimodal) is maintained across all regions.
Table 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the changes in upper and lower percentile changes in maxi-
mum and minimum temperature for each of the four seasons for the two periods MDL and











- cold days) and 90th percentile of maximum temperatures (Tx90p - warm days) are pro-
jected to increase in all regions, with changes in Tx90p (of the order of 1.3°C in region 3 to
2.1°C in region 8) being greater than changes in Tx10p (1°C in region 3 to 1.5°C in region
7). During winter (JJA) changes in 10th percentile of minimum temperatures (Tn10p - cold
nights) and 90th percentile of minimum temperatures (Tn90p - warm nights) are also pro-
jected to increase in the future in all regions. However, changes in Tn10p are projected to be
greater in coastal regions than that of Tn90p for the same regions. In regions in the interior,
the change in Tn10p and Tn90p have the same magnitude (1.3°C ), excepted for the region
5 where change in Tn90p is greater than Tn10p. During late summer (MAM) changes in
Tx90p are projected to decrease (-0.6 to -0.1°C ) over the regions 2, 3, 6 and 7 for the MDL
period. The highest changes in Tx10p and Tx90p are found particularly during the early
summer (SON). Similar results are also found for Tn10p and T90p. In general changes in
extreme temperature indices are higher at regions in the interior and lower at coastal regions
partly due to the influence of the ocean. These findings suggest that these eight regions will
experience extreme hot events of greater magnitude and less extreme cold events especially
during the late summer season (SON) before the onset of the rains over much of the country.
Figure 4.9 shows the PDF of precipitation intensity during summer when most precipi-



























































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Daily maximum temperature probability distribution function for DJF in CTL (1981-1999,



































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: Daily minimum temperature probability distribution function for JJA in CTL (1981-1999,
black), MDL(2011-2029,blue) and SCN (2031-2049, red)
tation and extreme events typically occur (Tyson and Preston-White, 2000). The PDFs of
precipitation intensity for other seasons are shown in appendix. The PDF for DJF exhibits
a shift toward higher precipitation intensities in SCN, but many values overlap with MDL
and CTL values, indicating relatively small changes. Table 4.4 presents the changes in per-
centage of the precipitation indices for each of the four seasons for both periods analysed.
Changes in projected precipitation indices R95p and R99p, are much more heterogeneous
than for temperature indices. During summer the changes in R95p and R99p are projected
to decrease in region 4 from MDL through SCN by 8.3 and 20.9, respectively. However,
the changes over other regions are projected to increase with region 2 having the highest
change during MDL and SCN in both R95p and R99p. These increases of extreme pre-
cipitation in the region might be associated with tropical cyclone activity in the immediate
vicinity of the region during summer. This hypothesis that cyclone activity contribute for
extreme precipitation over the coastal regions will be tested in the near future research. Dur-
ing late summer (MAM) the changes in R95p and R99p are higher in region 2 during MDL
compared to other regions. In contrary to other regions, the changes in R95p are projected
to decrease from MDL (10.8) to SCN (1.4) in region 5. During early summer (SON) a











during MDL. In contrast, during SCN these indices are projected to increase over the same
regions. These increasing changes in R95p and R99p suggest more likely extreme events in
the future (SCN).
























































































































































































Figure 4.9: Daily total precipitation probability distribution function for DJF in CTL (1981-1999,











Table 4.2: Changes (°C) in Tx10p and Tx90p between MDL-CTL and SCN-CTL
DJF MAM JJA SON
MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL
△Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p △Tx10p △Tx90p
Region 1 0.7 1.2 1.1 1.5 0.7 0.2 1.2 0.8 0.5 0.4 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.6 1.9 1.6
Region 2 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.7 0.5 -0.6 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.2 0.7 1.1 1.2 2.5
Region 3 0.5 0.2 1.0 1.3 0.5 -0.1 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.4 0.9 1.0 1.5 2.6
Region 4 0.6 0.2 1.1 1.5 0.5 0.4 0.9 1.4 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.6 1.3 2.9
Region 5 0.5 0.3 1.2 1.5 0.5 0.4 1.2 1.4 0.9 0.7 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.3 2.0 2.9
Region 6 0.6 0.4 1.4 1.8 0.5 -0.4 1.2 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.1 2.8
Region 7 0.9 0.9 1.5 2.0 0.2 -0.6 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.7 1.1 2.7 2.5
Region 8 0.8 1.5 1.2 2.1 0.4 0.2 1.3 1.0 0.4 0.5 0.9 1.1 1.4 0.8 2.4 1.9
Table 4.3: Changes (°C) in Tn10p and Tn90p between MDL-CTL and SCN-CTL
DJF MAM JJA SON
MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL
△Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p △Tn10p △Tn90p
Region 1 1.0 0.9 1.5 1.4 0.9 0.7 1.4 1.3 0.7 0.6 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.7 1.3 1.3
Region 2 1.4 0.6 1.9 1.0 0.9 0.4 1.4 0.9 0.8 0.5 1.4 0.9 1.0 0.7 1.8 1.5
Region 3 1.7 0.7 2.0 1.2 0.6 0.4 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.6 1.5 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.6 1.6
Region 4 1.2 0.5 1.9 1.0 0.7 0.5 1.4 1.0 0.8 0.7 1.3 1.2 1.2 0.9 1.7 1.7
Region 5 1.4 0.8 1.9 1.3 0.7 0.5 1.5 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.6 1.0 1.2 1.7 2.2
Region 6 1.3 1.0 1.7 1.5 1.1 0.6 1.7 1.3 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.6 2.1
Region 7 1.2 1.0 1.8 1.5 0.8 0.5 1.5 1.3 0.7 0.7 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.6
Region 8 1.2 0.9 1.7 1.5 1.0 0.8 1.6 1.4 0.8 0.6 1.3 1.3 1.0 0.8 1.6 1.8
Table 4.4: Percent change of R95p and R99p
DJF MAM JJA SON
MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL MDL-CTL SCN-CTL
△R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p △R95p △R99p
Region 1 5.2 -3.0 18.5 23.2 8.6 3.8 17.9 6.5 -9.1 -1.0 -18.6 -11.7 -5.0 -5.0 8.5 16.3
Region 2 21.2 60.0 28.7 59.5 26.2 39.5 13.8 27.3 0.3 -3.4 -3.5 5.7 -5.3 -7.9 9.7 16.9
Region 3 9.5 16.9 23.2 26.4 6.4 23.4 9.8 20.8 -4.4 1.1 2.9 10.2 -15.0 -28.7 -1.0 -9.4
Region 4 5.2 -0.9 -8.3 -20.9 5.2 1.2 10.2 15.1 -6.9 -6.6 2.9 -1.5 21.3 19.3 11.9 2.7
Region 5 2.6 -1.6 5.6 -2.2 -10.8 -9.7 -1.4 13.4 6.9 -18.1 34.6 0.5 -5.8 -13.8 -0.9 11.3
Region 6 19.2 25.1 13.4 27.8 14.3 23.8 11.3 3.2 14.9 28.7 10.7 9.3 -3.5 -14.5 9.1 15.3
Region 7 5.7 7.5 15.1 50.9 17.9 14.9 12.0 8.1 10.0 16.4 59.2 115.9 1.5 -4.1 9.4 20.7
















4.2.2 Spatial changes of upper and lower percentiles
The spatial changes in the intensity of the extreme are presented here. As a measure of in-
tensity of extreme temperature conditions, the 10th and 90th percentile changes in maximum
and minimum temperature of daily data corresponding to all seasons for 19 years model pe-
riod are depicted in figure 4.10. The results show that the increase in extreme temperature
not only varies by region, but also between seasons.
The intensity of the 10th and 90th of the maximum and minimum daily temperature in all
seasons increases from the control to the scenario period in all areas of the country. These
changes are, however, not the same in every season: in SON the Tx10p shows increase (3-
4°C) in the North with the same magnitude of increase in Tx90p over central and south. The
increase of Tn10p is higher compared to Tx10p except during SON.
Change in Tx90p is higher in summer than winter everywhere in the country whereas in case
of Tx10p, the change is higher in winter over the South (Gaza and Inhambane provinces) and
central part of Mozambique (particularly along the coast of Zambézia province). Change in
Tn10p is higher in summer over the country. The upper threshold of minimum tempera-
ture (Tn90p) shows larger change over Southern areas of Mozambique (Gaza and Maputo
provinces). On the whole, increases are larger in Tx90p and Tn10p. These changes suggest
that the intensity of hot extremes will increase all over the country. On the other hand, inten-
sity of cold extremes will decrease. This means that the tails of the distribution of maximum
and minimum temperature will shift to a warmer climate.
Changes in the intensity of extremes are accompanied with changes in their frequency of
occurrence. Figure 4.11 shows the changes (in percentage) in frequency of the 10th and 90th
percentiles of daily maximum and minimum temperatures. In summer, the majority of the
country will experience more often number of days with extreme low and high temperatures.
The frequency of warm days (Txf90) will increase (6 to 10) especially over the coastal
provinces and the frequency of cold nights (Tnf10) are projected to increase to 14. During
MMA the changes in the frequency of extreme cold days (Txf10) are projected to increase
(6 to 14) all over the country, while the number of extreme warm days are projected to de-










Figure 4.10: Changes in intensity of upper and lower percentiles temperature (SCN-CTL) for austral
summer (DJF), austral autumn (MAM), austral winter (JJA) and austral spring (SON), re-
spectively.
in the south while the number of extreme warm nights (Tnf90) decreases in the same region.
The Tnf10 are also projected to increase in the south in winter while Txf90 decreases along
the coast. In winter (JJA) the frequency of warm nights is projected to increases in most of
the provinces with maximum change in 18 in Niassa province. However, the frequency of
cold nights (warm nights) is projected to increase (decrease) in Gaza and Inhambane. During
SON the frequency of cold days is projected to increase in the north (22 in Cabo Delgado











increase/decrease less frequently compared to other season.
Figure 4.11: Changes in frequency of upper and lower percentiles temperature (SCN-CTL) for austral












Figure 4.12 shows the changes in the indices R95p and R99p for three seasons (DJF,
MAM and SON). These indices indicate the amount of precipitation during very wet days






wherescnandctl are used to designate the indices in the future period and present period,
respectively.
R95p is projected to increase in 30 for the most parts of the country during DJF. However,
there are localized areas which will experience increments up to 70 (Sofala and Inhambane
provinces). R99p are also projected to increase over most parts of the country, except on the
south where it is observed a negative change (decrease). The largest positive change in R99p
occurs in the centre of the country. In the south (Maputo province) the R99p is projected to
decrease (30 to 70). Positive changes of R95p and R99p in the centre will enhance the flood-
ing risk, since this area is prone to floods. During MAM the R95p are projected to increase
in many parts of the north and centre of Mozambique. Changes in R95p and R99p during
SON are more heterogeneous than other seasons, with increases and decreases. Increases
in extreme rainfall are higher during DJF compared to MAM and SON due to increases in
surface heating and moisture.
Future change in R95p and R99p are accompanied by changes in consecutive number of
dry days (CDD - defined as days with a total precipitation less than 1mm) and consecutive
number of wet days (CWD - defined as days with a total precipitation of 1mm or more).
Figure 4.13 shows the change in consecutive number of dry days and consecutive number of
wet days for DJF, MAM and SON. During DJF, changes in CDD occur at localized regions
over the country. In northeast (Cabo Delagado and Nampula) there are increases of CDD up
to 15 days and a decrease in the west. While there are increases in CWD almost everywhere
over the country, except in Cabo Delgado and in some localized regions in Tete where the
CWD decreases. The increases in CWD together with extremes of precipitation suggest that
during DJF the country will experience more days with intense extreme precipitation during
the rainy season increasing the probabilities of floods over Zambeze basin. Increases in CDD
during SON means that the onset of rain over much of the country will start late. This will











Figure 4.12: Projected changes () in 95th (left) and 99th (right) percentile of precipitation amount for













Figure 4.13: Change of maximum number of consecutive dry days (CDD,left) and consecutive wet days
(CWD, right).
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4.3 Dominant synoptic types
The basic aim of synoptic climatology is to relate local or regional climates to the large
scale atmospheric circulation (Yarnal, 1993). This require classifying atmospheric circula-
tion types and then relating a local variable (e.g. temperature, precipitation) to these circu-
lation types. To investigate the favorable atmospheric circulation patterns that may explain
some of the changes in extreme precipitation and extreme temperature mentioned in the pre-
vious sections, a general classification of daily 850 hPa geopotential height patterns for south
east Africa was created using 7x5 nodes.
4.3.1 Simulated synoptic types
Figure 4.14 shows the SOM general classification of daily Had/ERA 850 hPa geopotential
height patterns for south east Africa. The nodes are referenced by two numbers (at the top of
each node in figure 4.14) according to their position on the SOM. The first (second) number
denotes column (row) position, for example, node [0,0] is located in the bottom left corner
and node [6,4] is at the top right corner of the array. Similar synoptic circulation patterns are
clustered together on the map because the mapping algorithm locates neighboring map nodes
near one other in data vector space. This is an important attribute of the SOM methodology,
since it allows analysis on a node by node basis and also on a map area by map area basis,
as appropriate. Types representing extensive troughs and high pressure regions are apparent
along with the appropriate transition of troughs and highs across the region. Nodes repre-
senting low pressure systems dominating much of the region occur on the right-hand side of
the SOM array, whereas high pressure dominates the left-hand side of the SOM array. The












Figure 4.14: The 7x5 SOM of synoptic maps based on daily Had/ERA 850 hPa geopotential height from





















After training the SOM, the data from Had/ECHAM_A2 were mapped to the SOM to
determine the frequency of occurrence of each node (ie. synoptic type). The frequency of
occurrence (shown as a percentage of the 6810 days analyzed ) of each synoptic type during
1981 to 1999 of Had/ECHAM_A2 mapped to the trained SOM is shown in figure 4.15.
Each square represents one of the nodes of the SOM (in the same orientation as in figure
4.14). The figure shows that the frequencies are distributed fairly evenly over the nodes,
with relative minima in the top right and relative maxima in the bottom left of the SOM
array. For example, the node [6,4] has ~67 out of 6810 (0.98) days mapped to it while the
node [0,0] had ~362 (5.32) of the days mapped to it. The central parts of the SOM array
represent transitional patterns.
Figure 4.15: Frequency of days () that map to each SOM node shown in figure 4.14
(Had/ECHAM_A2). Total number of days: 6810.
Figure 4.16 shows the frequency distribution of synoptic types within each season dur-
ing 1981-1999. Clear seasonality in the synoptic types is evident in figure 4.16, particularly
during the summer and winter months. During summer (DJF) the highest frequencies are as-
sociated with patterns dominated by low pressure systems which tends to be mapped to the
right-hand of the SOM. Patterns with deep lower pressure (nodes [6,3], [6,4], [5,4]) account
for approximately 13 of the total days during DJF. This demonstrates the relatively high
frequencies of cyclones over Mozambique Channel (MC) during summer seasons. More-
over, the occurrence of these synoptic types demonstrates the ability of the regional climate
model HadRM3P to capture the cyclone activity over the MC. The synoptic system that
frequently occurs during DJF is associated with convective cloud development. With this











Figure 4.16: Frequency of occurrence () of each synoptic type during 1981-1999 on a seasonal basis
(Had/ECHAM_A2). Total number of days: DJF - 1680; MAM, JJA, SON - 1710.
tions of Mozambique. On the other hand, winter types tend to map to the left-hand of the
SOM. The most common winter pattern is shown by the node [0,0]. In this situation, the
circulation associated with a high pressure (visible in node [0,4]) in the south dominate the
weather. Due to the presence of these high pressure systems with the occurrence of contin-
uous subsidence the region experience clear skies, calm and dry weather. In early summer
(SON) and late summer (MAM) transitions periods, synoptic situations typical of either win-
ter or summer, are evident.
To assess the biases introduced by the GCM in the synoptic types, the frequency distribution
of 850 hPa geoptential hight obtained from Had/ECHAM_A2 is compared to the frequency
distribution of Had/ERA (Figure 4.17). In general Had/ECHAM_A2 overstimate the most
common synoptic types that frequently occur during the austral seasons. And patterns with











Figure 4.17: Echam bias (Had/ECHAM_A2-Had/ERA) in the frequency of occurrence of each synoptic
type (shown in figure 4.14) during 1981-1999.
4.3.2 Future changes in synoptic types
Figure 4.18 presents the change in frequency (SCN-CTL) matching each synoptic type in the
SOM of figure 4.14 for Had/ECHAM_A2. During DJF there are projected increase in the
frequency of patterns found towards the bottom right of the SOM. These are patterns with
low pressure over the country and high pressure over the ocean. Increases of these synoptic
types may provide the evidence of increases in precipitation in accordance to results of the
previous sections of this dissertation. However, the patterns found towards the top right of the
SOM are projected to decrease. These findings may suggest a reduction of the frequency of
cyclone activity by 2031-2049 during DJF. Also increases in the frequency of high pressure
patterns are found, however these increases are lower compared to increases in frequency of
low pressure systems. During MAM and SON higher increases in patterns found in bottom
row of the SOM in figure 4.14 are found. The effect of increase of these type of patterns
may explain the increases of the magnitude of upper (Tx90p, Tn90p) and lower (Tx10p,
Tn10p) percentile temperature and increases in the number of dry days, especially during
SON. The frequency of the patterns of higher pressure system will increase more during
SON. At the same time, synoptic types of node [6,4] are expected to increase, as a result,











Figure 4.18: Frequency change (SCN-CTL) of each pattern (node) in figure 4.14 for Had/ECHAM_A2
simulation.
in the frequency of higher pressure systems (node [1,0], [2,0]) are found. These types of













In many studies of climate change more attention is given to changes in means, however
in the last few years changes in climate variability and extremes of weather and climate
events have received increased attention (IPCC, 2007). In this study possible changes in
intensity and frequency of extreme temperature and intensity of extreme precipitation in
Mozambique from a regional model, was investigated using percentile and duration based
indices. The regional model offers the fine horizontal resolution appropriate for capturing
climate processes accurately and providing information on space scales needed for impacts
analysis. The model integration has been performed using a 25 km×25 km grid resolution
over the area of Mozambique using two different lateral boundary condition (LBC). The
following sections presents the main findings of the objectives posed in chapter 1.
Model validation
In order to estimate the model bias with respect to observational data, seasonal surface air
temperature and precipitation from PRECIS system for the present climate (1981-1999) have
been compared to two observational data sets (CRU and station data). It was found that the
simulated patterns of temperature and precipitation in the present day are in agreement with
the observations (CRU). The primary features of spatial patterns of present climate char-
acteristics are captured by the PRECIS system. However, differences between simulation
and observation are inevitable. In general there are negative biases in precipitation during
summer (DJF) and late summer (MAM), and positive bias in surface air temperature (both
maximum and minimum temperature) in winter (JJA) over much of the country. On the
evaluation based on probability density functions (PDF), it has been shown that the PRECIS











variables, the model perform reasonable well in capturing the s ape of the PDF. However,
the problem with the model in simulating excessive light precipitation events is evident. The
biases in the regional simulation at seasonal scales are present in both RCM experiments
forced by ERA40 data and forced by ECHAM/OPYC3. This is observed when comparing
the simulation drive by a high resolution reanalysis (ERA40) and the simulation done with
the ECHAM/OPYC3. These findings suggest that the biases in the model are induced by the
lateral boundary condition data or/and due to errors in the internal model physics.
Future change in extreme climate events
The second research objective posed in section 1.3 was aimed at highlight periods and lo-
cations where extremes of temperature and precipitation may potentially increase. It was
found that in the future is likely to occur a positive shift in the temperature and precipita-
tion distribution under global warming. Increases in intensity of extreme temperature (0 - 4
°C) are found all over the country with higher changes occurring in early summer (SON).
The frequency of extreme temperature has different behaviour (increases/decreases) along
the country and over seasons.
Noteworthy changes include more intense daily rainfall during summer in the centre of the
country, associated with increases in the number of wet days (CWD) and the wetness con-
ditions, resulting in increased probability of different extreme rainfall driven disasters (e.g.
floods, erosion). These findings support the conclusions of earlier studies that a warmer
climate will result in higher precipitation intensities, even in areas that in general show a
tendency towards drier conditions (Meehl et al., 2007). Decreases in the number of consec-
utive dry days (CDD) during early summer are discernible. These changes suggest that the
onset of rainfall might change to a late start, causing negative consequences to the sector of
agriculture since the majority of agriculture in Mozambique is rain dependence. This knowl-
edge could enable the adoption of strategies aimed at adapting and mitigating the effects of
climate events.
Future change in synoptic types
The third objective was to link changes in the frequency and intensity of extreme events with
changes in the driving atmospheric circulation. In the goal to achieve this, the self-organizing











The resulting map classifies synoptic patterns, and codifies and organizes the data so that
patterns that are closely located on the map show similar qualities. The results from this
classification showed that circulation patterns that might be associated with high temperature
(high pressure patterns) are projected to occur more frequently (increases up to 3 ~53 days
of 1710 days analysed) during early and late summer. On the other hand patterns of deep low
pressure - which may be associated with cyclone activities in the vicinity of Mozambique -
are projected to decrease in 1 to 2.5 (17 to 42 days of 1680 days analysed) during summer
(DJF). However, low pressure patterns that may be associated with rainfall are predicted to
occur more frequently during 2031-2049 compared to the period 1981-1999 for summer,
based on an analysis of the HadRM3P simulations.
Limitations and further work
This study constitutes a first attempt to simulate future extreme climate change by means of
a regional climate model for Mozambique and it is the first assessing climatic conditions in
particular over Mozambique using high resolution (0.22°x 0.22°) RCM. However with only
19 year data available it is not possible to look at more extreme events and their relation
to climate variability with any statistical confidence. It is important to note that the current
analysis was based on a single model (HadRM3P) and on one scenario (SRES A2). Regional
climate model predictions of regional changes in temperature and precipitation differ consid-
erably from model to model, and regionally specific changes from a single model therefore
may not be reliable. It is preferable to consider several RCMs when assessing regional cli-
mate change, and comparisons across a range of RCMs will be needed to put these results
into a more robust multimodel perspective. The use of only one model implies that the re-
sults presented here should be used with caution. Also, using different forcing scenarios
(e.g. SRES B2) to examine the effect of varying the scenario on the response of extreme
event occurrence.
Further work could be undertaken in relation to this topic. The suggested one is to use the
data produced by an ensemble of multiple dynamical and statistical downscaling models
considering multiple forcing GCMs from the CMIP5 archive. This data is currently being
produced by COordinated Regional climate Downscaling Experiment (CORDEX) at Cli-
mate System Analysis Group (CSAG).











least research in this regard. These results presented here providea positive outlook for the
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Figure A.1: Total cloud cover () for CRU (left), Had/ERA (center) and Had/ECHAM_A2 (right) for











Figure A.2: Mask used before compute the PDFs from the RCM outputs. Only values inside the grey
area were used.
























































































































































































































Figure A.3: Daily total precipitation probability distribution function for MAM in CTL (1981-1999,



































































































































































































































Figure A.4: Daily total precipitation probability distribution function for JJA in CTL (1981-1999,
black), MDL (2011-2029, blue) and SCN (2031-2049, red) simulations
























































































































































































































Figure A.5: Daily total precipitation probability distribution function for SON in CTL (1981-1999,
black), MDL (2011-2029, blue) and SCN (2031-2049, red) simulations
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